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ABSTRACT
Recent empirical evidence concerning sex and racial

bias in testing is discussed in terms of three primary sources of
bias: (1) content of the test itself, (2) atmosphere in which the
test is administered, and (3) the use to which the test results are
put. Test content that is demonstrably more difficult for one group
than another should be (1) eliminated in any setting in which equal
difficulty is assumed or (2) perhaps more important, the biased
content should be examined closely for possible causes of the
difference, leading to modification of educational practices for the
low-scoring groups. Special care should be taken routinely to see
that minority groups are made to feel comfortable and are not
intimidated by their surroundings. Pertaining to fairness in test
use, methodological developments undermining the traditional
statistical model of fairness previously accepted without question
are described in some detail. The "new measures* approach to test
bias is seen as essentially an abandonment of, or a reduced emphasis
on, the traditional measures of status of aptitude and achievement.
(A:Um/RC)
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BIAS IN TESTING: A REVIEW AND DISCUSSION

Ronald L. Flaugher

A little over four years ago, this author reviewed the
literature on test bias under the title Testing Practices.
Minority Gtvps. and Higher Education (1970). The
present paper attempts to update the topics &soused,
reviewing the research progress made, and in certain
areas revising the outlook presented there. Since many of
the same problems are common to employment testing,
both that and educational testing are included within the
following discussions.

To summarize the 1970 paper vet), briefly. it grouped
the possible sources of test biasor unfairnessinto
three categories and discussed the research findings on
each.

First, and most commonly perceived as the source of
bias, is the content of the test itself. Very reasonably, if a
test is biased. it must be because of what is in that test.
Within this category are the questions of predictive
validity for minority groups. But a second category is
that of the atmosphere in which the test is administered.
the environment being an important determinant of how
the student or applicant actually performs on the test
regardless of content. even including whether or not the
person conies forward to take the examination at all.

The third category of unfairness in testing has to do
with the use to which the test results are put. In the 1970
paper l stated:

Test use. however. is seldom regarded as a subject for at
least the ordinary kinds of research effort. Unfairness from
any source. however, can be the weak link in an otherwise
strong chain and misguided use of test results can be a
very serious defect in a testing program (p.

It will be seen later in this paper that one shift of

CY: emphasis occurring is the increasing realization that test
use may be the one most important source of unfairness.
deserving a great deal more attention than the others.

ligt4 certainly more than it has received in the past.

The Issue of Differential Validity

In 1970. the conclusion was that perhaps some of the
criticism of test content was inappropriate, based as it
was on the belief that the tests do not predict as ac-
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carutek for minorities as for the majority group. The evi-
dence available at that time was considerable, but the
strength of the conviction that differential predictive
validity existed was even more considerable.

In the intervening years. the empirical evidence has
continued to accumulate and continued to point in the
same direction. Davis and Temp (1971) collected data on
the relationship between freshman grades and SAT
scores for groups of black and white students at the same
colleges. They found wide variation in validities across
the institutions, and a tendency for validities to be higher
for white groups than black groups, although the
difference was not large. They found. similar to findings
reported in the earlier paper (Flaugher. 1970. p. 13). that
there was a tendency for black students to be predicted
to do better than they actually do when a common pre-
diction equation is used for both black and white
students. The authors reemphasize the need to keep veri-
fying the validities on a local level for both groups.
Pfeifer and Sedlacek 11971) and Kallingal (1971) also
found overprediction for black students in two other set-
tings. but stressed the need for separate prediction
equations.

Schmidt et al. (1973) reviewed the results of a number
t' different studies in industrial settings and concluded

that
;or both subjective and objective criterion measures.

observed frequencies of both kinds of single-group validity
(significant for whites but not for blacks and vice versa)
were not significantly different from those predicted by the
null differences model. These findings cast serious doubt
on the existence of single group and differential validity as
substantive phenomena (p. 5).

Additional results are available from an extensive
study by Campbell and associates (1973), which con.
eludes that

. . . it appears that differential validity. if not entirely a
statistical artifact where it does appear. is at best an
isolated phenomenon (p. 425).

Meanwhile certain legal activities may be prolonging
the vitality of the conviction that differential validity is an

,issue. The federal government is attempting to produce
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new guidelines for employment practices in American
industry, and one reason for the prolonged delay in pro-
ducing them has been the issue of differential validity,
the existence of which is still considered to be a matter of
debate (Singer. 1974). Substantive research findings are
once again being challenged by what "everyone knows."
regardless of the data.

Regardless of the evidence to indicate that the tests
can do as good a job of prediction for minorities as for
the majority group, the specific content of the tests has
come under continuing scrutiny. Angoff and Ford (1971)
conducted item analyses for both black and white high
school students, and found that the item-by-group inter-
actions could be reduced considerably by relatively crude
matching techniques. suggesting that the interactions
might disappear altogether with more careful matching
on performative level. Further, they found significant
item -by -tier interactions for black students, casting
doubt on the existence of a single body of content that, if
included, would be uniformly advantageous to black
students.

Certainly particular test content that is demonstrably
more difficult for one group than another should either
be 1) eliminated in any setting in which equal difficulty is
assumed or 2). perhaps more important. the biased
content should he examined closely for possible causes of
the difference. leading to suggestions about modifying
educational practices for the low-scoring groups, Thus,
in an extensive study by Breland et al. (1974), the per-
formances of 10 sociocultural groups over six cognitive
tests were analyzed for instability of difficulty level across
groups. Quoting Breland et al.:

The greatest instabilities were noted among the
vocabulary items. These vocabulary instabilities appeared
to be attributable to linguistic differenres, primarily those
existing between Spanishspeaking groups and other
groups. It was also observed that reading test items having
material relevant to black culture were relatively easier for
blacks than were other items in the test battery. A perhaps
significant finding occurred in the analysis of mathematics
items. Mathematical knowledge obtainable from everyday
life situations. such as hi: to count money. were relatively
less difficult for minority groups (than other classes of
items!. In contrast. very simple mathematical problems,
such as determining the value of square roots of whole
numbers less than ten. seem extraordinarily difficult for
minority groups. Since such knowledge. though easily
obtained, is usually only obtained in a school setting, what
is suggested is that most minority groups in the United
States receive seriously deficient schooling in mathematics
tp. HD.

In another, more unique approach to the question of
biased test content. Green (1972) suggests separate
application of the same test construction techniques for
each ethnic group. using a single common pool from
which items are to be selected for inclusion in a test. To
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the extent that the selected items overlap for the various
groups. the test may be said to be unbiased. Green's
empirical findings would indicate that indeed the overlap
of selected items is frequently less than perfect, and his
technique can be a source of information about the
impact of test content interacting with the ethnic group
identity of the test taker.

In general. however, as with other related studies of
test content, the nature and size of the changes that
would be made in test content on the basis of these data
are such that only small differences would be realized in
the test scores received by individual test takers. This
conclusion is eventually drawn by most lines of investiga-
tion in pursuit of the top;c. The findings are important
for greater understanding of both testing and the nature
of educational opportunities for minorities. but mere
elimination of some small subset of test items does not
appear to be the answer to the much more sizeable
problem being referred to as test bias.

The Atmosphere of Misting

In the second general category of unfairness discussed in
the 1970 paper, namely atmosphere. very little sub-
stantive research has been forthcoming that would
change the conclusions made in that paper. Additional
studies of such peripheral characteristics of the test as
time limits have been conducted, such as I, At by Evans
and Reilly (1972) cm the Law School Admission Test.
Their conclusions are typical:

1) The test is somewhat more speeded for (pre-
dominantly black groups) than for regular candidates, 2)
reducing the amount of speededness produces higher
scores for both (groups]. and 3) reducing speededness is
Mg significantly more beneficial to (the predominantly
black groups( (p. 123).

Another aspect of the atmosphere of testing is the
amount of sophistication or experience needed to over-
come the idiosyncratic characteristics of the testing
situation, including such things as the type of test item
and the answer sheet format. To give the most favorable
representation of their abilities. students must overcome
the medium and concentrate on the me ssage. the test
content itself'. Thus, some people are characterized as
being able to take tests and others as not. independent of
their competence with the subject matter. The middle-
class student is seen by minorities as being able to take
tests because of greater experience with the "tricks"
required to perform well.

There is some evidence that test wiseness amounts to
an ability to take advantage of the violations of good
item-construction principles (Mc Morris et al.. 1972),
suggesting that more carefully constructed measures are
less susceptible to these effects, although positive results
have been achieved with elementary-age students on a



standardized reading test (Callenbach. 1973). A very
careful and intensive study on high school students by
Evans and Pike 0973) did achieve positive results for
three types of mathematics items, but the 21 hours of
instruction over the seven weeks of the experiment were
of such a nature and intensity that they might be
regarded as a legitimate mathematics curriculum rather
than a content-free coaching session.

Epps (1974) has continued the work reported at length
in an earlier paper by Katz i1970) and. in general. con-

tinued to find that atmosphere variables. such as the race
of the examiner and the perceived use to which the test
results were to be put. usually have a detectable effect on
test pertOrmance and motivation of minorities and.
perhaps. the majority group members as well. So many
atmosphere variables exist and remain unstudied.
nemeses.. that little progress has been made in untangling
the multiple interactions of such things as personalities.
achievement motivation. perceived comparison groups.
perceived likelihood of success, and perceived status of
the examiner.

In spite of incomplete research evidence. the general
conclusion on the question of atmosphere effects is that
special care should be taken routinely to see that
minority groups are made to feel condOrtable and are not
intimidated by the surroundings. Such things as unusual
distances of travel to the testing center. recruitment
publications that discourage minorities, and insensitive
treatment at the center are being seen as potentially
important influences on the test performance of Minori-
ties and. therefore. to be attended to regardless of the
lack or extensive firm evidence that they make a differ-
ence. Similarly, although no evidence existed at the time
to indicate that it makes for better performance, test
makers began including such things as reading passages
by and about black people in the hope that some bene-
ficial effect would be realized. Breland et al. (1974) later
lOund some justification for this practice. as described
earlier, though the effective difference on total test scores
seems to he too small to be detected except in very large
samples.

Sex Bias in Testing

Women are not the usual sort of minority group and do
not have the usual sort of difficulties with testing. It is
frequently the ease, for example. that instead of earning
lower test scores, the women in a particular sample may
score better than their male counterparts. but frequently
they are nevertheless restricted to fill!ng a certain per
centage of the available openings or are eliminated or
discouraged on some other grounds. Sometimes when
the openings for women are very desirable and scarce.
this leads to large discrepancies between the average
aptitude test scores for men and women, providing hard

evidence opt the existence of discriminative practices.
These practices are being challenged and gradually
being abandoned, akmg with the customary preference
shown to men in promotions to higher levels in business
and industry.

The tests, however, if not primary instruments of
discrimination against women. are a source of great
irritation and perhaps even real unfairness, because of
the sexism in the image of women that is projected by the
language. Although the nature of the language is not the
responsibility of the test makers. publishers of all kinds.
including those of tests. are under increasing pressure to
eliminate the practice of the preferred masculine pro-
noun and the dominance of masculine referents from
their products ('mankind.'"*fireman," "the average
American drinks kis coffee black"). Controversy con-
tinues over whether or not satisfaction of this demand
does such violence to the usual linguistic habits that it
distracts attention front the task of the test itself.
McGraw-Hill (undated) has provided guidelines for its
publications that solve much if' not all of the anticipated
awkwardness. To the extent that such changes can be
made, testing materials as well as teaching materials,
reference works, and nonfiction works in general can be
legitimately asked to eliminate the role language has
played in reinforcing the existing inequality between the
sexes.

Test Use: Fairness in Statistical Selection Models

It is on the topic of test use that the most dramatic
developments have taken place since this writer's earlier
review. Additional research efforts were called for at that
time. necessarily not of the usual sort, to study the fair-
ness of the utilization of test information. It was not antic-
ipated at that time that methodological developments
were to be nextones that would undermine the tradi-
tional statistical model of fairness previously accepted
virtually without question. In the next few pages, these
developments are described in some detail. inasmuch as
they are quite possibly of more ultimate import than are
the previously described studies of differential validity
and unfairness in testing atmosphere.

Earlier in this paper. the evidence for underprediction
of minority group members was found to be virtually
absent in that the existing tests were found to predict
about as accurately for minorities as they do for the
majority group. This approach to the determination of
fairness is based on a statistical model that has come to
he known as the traditional, or Cleary. model, after the
researcher first employing it in a study of test bias (1968).
In 1971, however, both Thorndike and Darlington
separately showed that the troditional definition has
difficulties. Thorndike showed that regardless of the
equivalence of the relationship between test and pre-
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dieted criterion tor the two groups. such a statistical
model is unlair to the lower scoring gnmp applicants.
in the sense that the proportion of that group that quali-
fies ion the teAl turn out u, be smaller than the peer
portion who would be qualified on the job.

('cruinly that definition. stated as it is in terms of pro-
portions selected versus proportions who would succeed,
seems to he reasonable and desirable. But still another
definition was soon advocated by Cole (1473), who pre-
ferred to look at the situation in this manner: Given one
member of the majority group and one member of the
minority groU. berth 4'r/whom would succeed if selected.
the procedure is unfair unless they hare the same prba-
bilit of being selected.

That definition seems as appealing as either Thorn-
dike's or Cleary's. but three are in conflict with each
other and cannot be advocated or practiced simul-
taneously. Darlington's i16/71) conceptualbation of the
problem is seen to he the most accurate description of all
the nnslels simultaneously. because he demonstrated
that all three definitions could be encompassed within a
model that retained a single. but variable-weight.
correction factor. The particular size of that factor was to
he determined subjectively. that is, on. the basis of other
factors that lie completely outside the statistical model
itself. This variable factor was to he added to the cri-
terion scores tjob perfrmance. measures of college
success) of the lower scoring group, and the size of the
factor was to he determined by the particular set of
chosen values the selector or the selecting institution
wished to invoke. No longer was it to he possible to claim
that the objective statistics used in selection were the
court of last appeal, the ultimate determination of just
what was fair; rather, the objective procedures were seen
to he a strictly mechanical implementation of the defini-
tion of fairness that had been chosen by the selector.,

t.

Must We Nine a "Quota System" To Be Unbiased?

Up to this point. largely fcw the purposes of ease of
presentation. this values and selection fairness discussion
has proceeded as if there were a clear path from our
previous naive practices to the adoption of the en-
lightened corrected criterion model, leading to greater
equity and mutual understanding. This is not the case.
The focus of the difficulty is upon the correction factor of
the new tOrmulation. When one group's scores. either on
the criterion or on the selection test. are treated
differently than those of the other group. this amounts to
establishing a double standard. it is precisely the same
practice in concept as establishing two different cutting
scores on a selection test and the same, in effect, as
deciding upon a quota for one or the other of the sub-
groups. Particularly when stated in terms of a quota
system. the result is often a strong negative reaction on
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the part of many idulrvers. In such eases, the ne-value
system. which endorses this sort of fairness in selection.
takes second place to on that endorses strictly
equivalent selection standards regardless of ethnic
identity. MI of the newly developed models of selection
fairness have this perceived flaw. in that they requite
some correction of one group's scores to the disadvan-
tage of the others. Only the traditional model applies no
correction factor.

This dilemma is not confined to uninformed public
opinion: it extends into our courts and into our declara-
tions of public policy as well. The United States Supreme
('tart is currently on record as endorsing only the tradi-
tional mo del. implicit in their declaration that "race.
religion, nationality. and sex become irrelevant" tGrkes
vs. Duke Power Company. 401 U.S. 424). thereby ruling
out differential score correction based on race. On the
other hand. a more recent decision in the Supreme Court
of the State of Washington has ruled that, at least in
educational selection practices. racial distinctions can be
tuadc for compensatory purposes (DeFunis vs.
Odegoord. see Ginger. 1974 Until the matter is finally
ri 0,1 on by the United States Supreme Court. however,
the qt. is likely to he seen as legally unsettled.

`11 .onllicting attitude toward compensation causes
a grc. deal of disagreement about which particular
modcl is appropriate. If it is acknowledged that an in-
just has occurred in the past to a particular subgroup
of the population such as an ethnic minority. it may or
may not follow that some sort of compensation on the
part of society is appropriate. If compensation does
Hollow. a public policy like that expressed by the late
Lyndon Johnson would be applicable:

To be black in a white society is not to stand on level and
equal ground. While the races may stand side by side.
whites stand on history's mountain and blacks stand in
history's hollow. Until we overcome unequal history. we
cannot overcome unequal opportunity.

Not a white American in all this land would fail to be
outraged if an opposing team tried to insert a twelfth man
in the football lineup to stop a black fullback on the foot-
ball field. Yet off the field away from the stadium, outside
the reach of the television cameras and from watching eyes
of millions of their fellow men. every black American in
this land. man or unman, plays out life running against
the twelfth man of a history that they did not make and a
fate they did not choose (Nw York Times. December 26,
1972).

On the other hand. if the posture taken is that what-
ever injustice may have occurred in the past is no reason
for an injustice of another sort in the present. then the
policy should be one like that of former President Nixon:

In employment and in polities. we are confronted with
the rise of the fixed quota systemas artificia! and unfair
a yardstick as has ever been used to deny opportunity to
anyone (Time. October 9. 1972).



The way to end discrimination against some is not to
begin discrimination against others (Miami Beach, August
23. 1472: Newsweek. September 18.1972).

Clearly, the question of test bias has led us into areas
far more complex than are capable of rcsolution with
ordinary sorts of testing research.

Test Use: Irrelevant Selection Standards

There is still ar. Aber sense in which test use is a matter of
concern, apart from the debate over the meaning of the
various statistical models. If people are being hired for a
job that requires very little use of vocabulary, then it is
not appropriate to select those applicants to be hired
solely on the ba-I of a test of vocabulary. If there is no
reason to suppose that the possession of a high school
diploma is necessary to the successful accomplishment of
a particular job. then non-high-school graduates should
not be excluded from consideration for that job.

These are seemingly quite acceptable statements, but
in fact their violation is evidently widespread. Add to this
the facts that a greater percentage of minority groups
score poorly on vocabulary tests and more of them fail to
graduate from high school, and the result is a situation
that, intended or not, constitutes an effective means of
discriminating against minority groups. awarding them
fewer opportunities to prove themselves on the job. and
perpetuating a lower standard of living.

A vocabulary test may be a perfectly legitimate,
carefully constructed and administered test. but one
intended for, say. prediction of success in college English
courses rather than toward deciding who would make a
good fire fighter. Being used as described. however, there
is no question that the test use is biased and biased in
particular against minority groups. If that same test were
to be employed in a college, however, then the bias in
that test would be absent. The bias, in other words, can
exist totally in the misuse of the test rather than in some
internal or peripheral characteristics of the test itself.

Boehm (1972) looked at 13 recent studies dealing with
Negro-white differences in employment and training
selection procedures. She found that 100 of the 160
validity coefficients were not significant for either group.
"The use of nonvalidated methods for selection," she
stated. "is apparently not uncommon" (1972, p. 37). and
she pointed out that this frequently excludes a dispro-
portionate number of Negroes for reasons unrelated to
job performance.

The Call for New Measures

By way of summarizing to this point, there is ample evi-
dence that if we mean by bias that the tests do not pre-
dict as accurately for one group as the other. then the
tests are not biased when they are used in the appro-
priate settings. In addition, we have seen that the search

for biased content in tests themselves has been rather
unproductive and frequently leads instead to 4414.1%tiOliti
about the quality of previous education. in spite of thew
developments, the accusations continue. and the popular
impression remains that the tests are biased against
minorities. In addition. it is sometimes claimed that what
is needed to overcome this bias are "new measures." The
term "nontraditional means of assessment" is also
heard, and that "means of fa;-lv measuring the amount

knowledge retained by t regardless of his or
her individual background" . eloped.

This general line of criticis. ...es in the con -
viction by many that minority groups pub_ ss talents and
attributes that are unique to their groups and are
valuable and important. and yet these attributes are
completely absent from those tests developed by and for
the dominant white majority (Blake 1971: Bratziel 1972;
Cameron 1970). This, then. is another sense of the word
bias --that the tests may be accurate and appropriate for
some segments of the population. but they are not aimed
at. and, therefore. cannot document, the unique attri-
butes of people from minority cultures.

The primary difficulty with this approach, of course, is
the fact that if the test score is to be useful, it must be
related to some alternatives or actions in the society, such
as providing a prediction of success or failure at a job or
in additional educational pursuits. If certain talents
remain undocumented within minority groups. a
possible reason is that they are yet to be considered sun'.
ciently important to society to document. In the current
changing atmosphere. the priority for attending to
undocumented talents may be upgraded: however, for
the most part, research on this aspect has been slow and
confined largely within the existing parameters of human
aptitude technology, seeking to find new patterns of
known aptitudes rather than striking out in search of
entirely new ones.

In the earlier review, for example, this author dis-
cussed the findings of Lesser. Fifer, and Clark ( 1965) and
Stodolsky and Lesser t1967). which documented the
existence of differential patterns of ability in several
minority groups. These same patterns were at high levels
or low levels depending on the socioeconomic status of
the children within the ethnic group. but they demon-
strated their viability by remaining constant within those
groups. These studies were of first graders in New York
and Boston schools. Flaugher 11971) analyzed some
available data from four similar ethnic groups on four
tests taken by inner-city eleventh graders in Los Angeles.
and the resulting patterns strengthen the belief that such
patterns do characterize the groups. Th14- can amount to
stereotyping the various ethnic groups. however. and has
given rise to fears of educational resegregation on the
basis of strengths rather than ethnic identity. with the
results being the same second-class treatment for
minorities. Thus. the fears of how the test data might be
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used to discriminate between the minorities and the
majority group comes in direct COniliet with the need for
special treatment of the uniqueness of the minorities.
Lesser. fv.r one, has become frustrated by these
developments:

In the light of these objections. fewer and fewer young
social scientists are undertaking research on culture and
cognition. because the penalties to this research are all too
obvious. We are facing a self-ckicktred moratorium on re-
search . about the connections that exist between
cultural conditions and cognitive growth (1972. p.

One approach. in its beginning state. is advocated by
Gordon (1974) and it appears to be an important
response to the general call for new measures. Gordon is
proposing a fundamental shifting of the focus of testing.
Current tests. he states, are all directed toward assessing
the status of a person at a particular time. whether the
test's aim is describing aptitude or achievement. Knout.
edge of a personas status is sometimes usefitl, of course.
but an important aspect of that person remains un-
described. that of the pre t.eSses the person has used to
arrive at that status. Far more important to an educator
interested in assisting a student, for example, is the
nature of the processes that are being used for learning
rather than the status of an individual at any particular
time. When the question of minority education is ad-
dressl. the answersthe solutionsare in terms of
appropriate diagnosis and prescriptions rather than pre-
dition. and this is best done in terms of process varia-
bles rather than descriptions of status.

The new measures being proposed. then. are not
simply extensions of the existing categories of aptitude
and achievement; they arc an entirely new class of
measures directed toward aspects of human behavior
largely neglected until now. The little previous work that
exists includes that of Herbert Birch and his associates
(Thomas. Chess. and Birch. 1968) and the earlier at-
tempts by Else Haeussermann (1958). The Thomas.
Chess. and Birch studies have described nine categories
of temperamental traits that Gordon (1974) suggests are
a good starting point for these studies: 1) activity level. 2)
rhythmicity. 3) approach/withdrawal. 4) adaptability. 5)
intensity of reaction. 6) threshold of responsiveness. 7)
quality of mood. 8) distractibility, 9) attention span and
persistence. Further, Haeussennann developed an inter-
view technique in which she described the style of
learning and its developmental level, with the purpose of
prescribing the best possible methods of instruction for
a child. From these elemental beginnings. Gordon hopes
to increase the understanding and use of these ap-
proaches to assessment. The "new measures" approach
to the problem of what is wrong with tests, and. thus, the
problem of test bias. is. then. essentially an abandon-
ment of. or at least a reduced emphasis on. the tradi-
tional measures of status of aptitude and achievement.

6

Have We Badly Been Talking aboN Bias?

The review up to this point has covered the definitions of
bias that have to do with the content, atmosphere, and
the ways in which a test can be used in both fair and un-
fair systems of selecting and the prospects tar tsontradi-
tkmal means of assessment.

But there are some critics of testing who woukl deny
that the real bias problem has been discussed at all. To
those, not only are all the statistical studies totally beside
the point, they may often amount toattempts to confine
the issues or divert attention from where the real prob-
lems lie. To them, the existence of culturally biased tests
is not in dispute but is simply a known and established
fact.

in a sense, the statement about the cultural bias is
true, because certainly the culture is reflected in that
culture's tests. and. in circumstances such as licensing
examinations, the test is often the only tangible indica-
tion of the standards and requirements for that aspect of
the culture. If the culture itself is perceived as biased
against minorities, then certainly its examinations can be
expected to be biased as well. If this is the sense in which
test bias is usedthat is. as part of a more general belief
that the entire society is biasedthen a case can be made
that the problem lies not with diciest but in the nature of
the entire culture. Many spokesmen are likely to deny
this position as legitimate. however. because. since tests
serve as the gatekeepers for much of society's rewards.
the tests make an appropriate first target in the battle to
create a more just society.

To some minority spokesmen, the description of
validation statistics showing that minority groups are
predicted as well as the majority group and the essen-
tially negative results from studies of biased content are
no response at all to their criticisms of testing, no matter
what the final results. Rather, no other statistical evi-
dence is needed than the underrepresentation of minori-
ties in the meaningfid. lucrative, and prestigious posi-
tions in the society. Society is seen to be treating the
minorities poorly. and the testing industry is a visible and
active component of that poor treatment.

Robert L Williams, for example, has described the
following circumstances. which he claims characterize
the educational fate of minority students. First. as the
minority student initially enters school. he very likely
comes from such an impoverished environment that he is
less prepared for school than the typical white student.
The early testing results reflect this fact. and the lower
test scores are used to justify the tracking of such
students into -special" classes, which are special in that
they amount to the abandonment of effort for those
students. Instead of the extra attention such test results
might seem to call for. there is. in fact. less effort ex-
pended and fisllowing that, of course, less expectation of
success. Mercer (1973) has provided a careful docu-



mentatk of this process in the California schools. Sure
enough. when the nest round of testing is conducted. the
special students score even more poorly than before.
This. in turn, justifies further negative decisions about
the usefulness of additional educational effort. culminat-
ing in a denial of access to a college edueatkm because
the student is "unprepared.-

11w tests are initially used to condemn the students to
an inferior education. are then used to document that
same fact, and then finally deny further opportunity to
the same students. And that. says spokesman Williams.
is what is biased about testing 1147.0. No validity coeffi-
cients or elaborate item analyses of tests are really ad-
dressing this bask question at all, and so no a nt of
such data will ever convince the spokesmen th, s are.
in tact. fair and that the criticisms are unfounoc,..

So testing is biased. our educational system is biased.
our employment practices are biased. our entire society is
biased. As part of this larger biased network, testing
cannot. themfore. attempt to evade the blame 1.y claim-
ing that it only reflects the biased nature of the rest of
society. But what about the validity studies on the pre-
dictive power of the tests? Doesn't this show that the
tests are doing exactly what they are claiming to do?
When low-scoring students. minority or majority. are
admitted to a demanding college curriculum. they tend
to fail in large numbers. What is biased about an ac-
curate predict km?

A minority spokesman's reply to this might well be
that the tests represent the first barrier. the first of' many
between minorities and slit-comfit' participation in
society. Once this first harrier is eliminated. then the
next one will be dealt with. If this turns out to be the Ina-
Wily of the colleges to take the minority students as they
are and educate them. then the next target will be that
fact. and steps will be taken to deal with that. Tests are
not the only harrier. but they are frequently the first. and
hence the first that should be dealt with.

This position on the part tests play in allocating
educational opportunities has necessarily undergone
some reesaminatk in light of declining enrollments in
the accredited colleges of the nationthere are currently
thousands of empty seats available and colleges are wel-
coming anyone with virtually any test scores. Many
colleges are in desperate financial condition because of
declining income from tuition while costs are undergoing
inflation. which means that more students who fill those
seats must pay their own way rather than hope for a sub-
sidy from the college. And since minority group members
are eery likely to have limited financial means. they are
unable to take advantage of the opportunity. So the
effect is the samehigher education is being denied the
minorities. but now the reason is financial rather than
biased testing.

'there are still many highly selective colleges that have
far more applicants than available spaces. however. so

this characterization does not apply uniformly armss
colleges, and in such settings, test scores are still an
important part of the selection process. Thus, questions
of test bia might still arise, but in such settings. pre-
dictive validities constitute a more relevant response. But
to describe the primary barrier to minorities as one of
testing, while ignoring the very considerable financial
harriers that, in fact, are on the increase. seems
unrealistic and misleading.

What about a Moratorium on Testing?

Some individuals and groups feel so strongly about the
damaging effects of testing that they have advocated a
moratorium on testing. At the 1974 meeting of the
NAACP, for example. a resolution was adopted that
demanded "a moratorium on standardized testing
wherever such tests have not been corrected for cultural

..
Advocates of testing, however. worry about the conse-

quences of not testing. citing the necessary return to sub-
jective impressions gained from interviews, a procedure
not likely to favor minorities. and the lack of a yardstick
by which the educational establishment can be held
accountable for the job it is doing (Messick and An-
derson. 1970). In any case. it remains unclear just what
impact these resolutions may have on testing. One mora-
torium -like step has been imposed by the test publishers
themselves (Smith. 1974) involving the use of the
National Teachers Examinations scores to determine
salary levels for practicing teachers in South Carolina.
Since the examinations are intended as measures of aca-
demic achievement rather than teaching performance
itself. this constitutes a misuse, and the publishers have
refused to report scores to the State Department of
Ed ueatkm until the practice stops.

A reply to the advocates' fears about not testing is that
of Cunnings (1971) who states his opinions on the con -
sequences:

If standardized tests were not used. I do not feel that
there would be an increase in discrimination. but a
decrease. No longer would a prospective employer have the
excuse that Blacks are unqualified but would possibly hire
the Black persons and let their actual performances on the
job be the test. I further do not feel that the personal inter-
view method of appraisal is the evil that it is thought to be.
In a personal interview. such things as motivation, en-
thusiasm and desire for the job or determination to
succeed can be detected. These are great determining
factors as to whether or not one will be SUCCeSSfill in his
work (p. 76).

Thus. the return to subjective standards is evidently
seen as an advantage to minorities. It is an ironical
historical development that objective testing. once seen
as the factor that permitted merits ctatic principles to
predominate over the previous aristocratic means of
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sciectht and was thus the benefactor of minority groups.
is now seen as a barrier that must be overcome by them
(Cross. 1971, p. 21.

Concluding Remarks

At the beginning of this paper. it was stated that a shift
of emphasis has occurred since the first attempt to deal
with the question of test bias. By now perhaps it is clear
that there has been an increasing realization on the part
of those concerned with testing that a test cannot be
biased in the abstract; it must be biased or unbiased in a
particular use. Regarding an IQ test as a fixed. culturally
fair measure of a person's "raw" ability rather than as a
reflection of culture-bound achievement over time is an
example of bias. The test itself. however, cannot be either
biased or unbiased. Requiring a high school diploma for
a job may he biased in its effect, on the other hand. even
when the intent of the selector is only to select th,w who
will do the best job. Certainly test content and testing
atmosphere should be constantly explored for indica-
tions that any subgroups are being handicapped un-
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fairl. but by far the most dangerousand the most
ditlieuhsoinve of bias is what people do with the infr.
motion. intenthally or not. Test scores cannot, at
present. measure many of the most highly valued aspects
of human hehaskw and are not likely ever to do so. Moil-
vatin and creativity. however defined, are simply too
elusive for standardized measurement. Further. test
worn are all subject to change. sometimes by dramatic
amounts. and therefore should never be regarded as
immutable. To do poorly on a test is not to be con-
demned forever to society's reject pile. The personal
worth of an individual is not summarized in an IQ score
IFlaugher, 1974), even though the public seems to want
to overinterpret it this way.

Misuse of test information, then. has a widespread and
significant impact on the lives of minorities, even as it is
being acknowledged that such informatkm is necessary
to maintain educational accountability by an objective.
publically agreed-upon standard. Test makers and inter-
preters alike must be held responsible for proper inter-
pretation of the measurements. to a degree far greater
than has been the case in the past.
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